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Rugby Borough Council Draft Local Plan 

Stage 2 Hearings 

Matter 13  -  Delivery  

 

 

 

Coton Park. A former office block is pressed into use as a primary school. One corner of the former 

car park (not shown in this photograph) is now covered with astro-turf. Plastic grass is as close as the 

pupils of this school come to the natural world. 
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Particular Questions Addressed 

Issue 13a 2: Should Policy D1 refer to the transport mitigation proposals set out in the Infrastructure 

Delivery Plan and the Sustainable Transport Strategy as the basis for mitigating the effects of major 

development proposals? 

Issue 13b 2b: The absence of parking standards for students and parents for secondary school 6th 

forms and for special schools? 

Issue 13c 2:. Does the Infrastructure Delivery Plan, as proposed to be modified in LP54.117-

LP54.141, contain the full range of infrastructure necessary to mitigate and support the 

development proposed in the RBLP …? 

Issue 13c 3. In the light of the statement on secondary education to be submitted by the Council at 

the end of February 2018, does the RBLP make adequate provision for additional secondary 

education facilities to meet the needs arising from the housing growth proposed over the plan 

period to 2031? 

Summary Answers 

Issue 13a 2:     In the absence of a Sustainable Transport Strategy it is difficult to answer this 

question. 

Issue 13b 2b:  The Local Plan would be improved with specific policies for parking provision for sixth 

formers and for special schools. 

Issue 13c 2:    No 

Issue 13c 3:   No 

 

Sustainable Transport Strategy 

 

1 WCC advised RBC that “All of the options that have been assessed at this stage would 

benefit from a review of the potential for encouraging use of sustainable transport 

modes particularly with a view to reducing car based trips between the site proposals 

and Rugby town centre since the potential for further transport mitigation schemes to 

be delivered within the Town centre is very limited” (LP18, page 50). OTH07 predicts 

that air quality will deteriorate in the Rugby Town Centre and along the Leicester Road 

corridor over the Local Plan period. 

 

2 In view of these concerns the Deputy Leader of WCC was asked in March 2016 whether 

WCC would provide advice on sustainable transport to RBC for the Local Plan. Whilst he 

committed the county council to do so it had appeared that this promise was not 

honoured until the publication of a draft sustainable transport strategy in a developer’s 

hearing submission in January 2018 (Matter 3b SW 2110, pages 50 -70). The residents of 

Rugby have not been consulted on this strategy. 
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3 The draft Sustainable Transport Strategy develops standards for public transport which 

are ambitious for Rugby (15 minute frequency services during the week and half hourly 

on Sundays !)  and sets out proposal for a significant upgrade for cycling facilities within 

Rugby Town. However as it has not been exposed to public consultation it is impossible 

to say whether the proposals are sound. 

 

4 It would be helpful to developers to have sustainability standards clearly set out in order 

that they know what is required to gain planning consent and this might be achieved by 

referencing a Sustainable Transport Strategy but we cannot yet be certain that WCC’s 

draft meets the standard required. 

 

School Parking Standards 

5 Special schools merit individual assessment of their parking needs. For example in 

submitting a planning application for the 80 place Quest Academy special school 

Warwickshire’s Head of Physical Assets authorised no fewer than 65 parking spaces 

(almost one per pupil and far more than the two per classroom standard). 

 

6 Despite seven years of “Austerity” many sixth formers acquire cars and even where no 

parking is provided for them in school will still use the cars for their daily “commute” as 

a casual observation of Longrood Road and Duncan Drive at the beginning and end of 

the school day will confirm. The use of residential streets for commuter parking is 

unneighbourly and new schools should be designed to avoid this problem. 

The full range of infrastructure required 

7 Paragraph 7 of my hearing statement on matter 12 demonstrates that the necessary 

Waste Water Treatment Works which would be required should the Inspector be 

minded to recommend the adoption of the Publication Draft have not been specified in 

any version of the IDP. 

 

8 The failure of RBC to specify the necessary infrastructure for sewage is not an isolated 

example. Apart from the matter of secondary education (see below) other aspects of 

infrastructure have not been defined. NPPF paragraph 162 sets out the government’s 

expectations that local authorities will consider eight components of infrastructure as 

part of the process of developing local plans. RBC only published assessments of two of 

these components before consulting on its Publication Draft. 

 

9 Another example of a missing piece of infrastructure is Parks & Gardens. As LP54 makes 

clear there are two large swathes of Western Rugby which lack access to Parks & 

Gardens (see appendix 1). Should the Inspector be minded to approve DS8 there would 

be an opportunity to partially remedy this through the provision of a Park & Garden 

there perhaps through the adoption of Lee Chase’s suggestion for the area. Yet the IDP 

is silent on the issue of provision of an appropriate Park & Garden for SW Rugby.  
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10 The IDP (LP01 – appendix 3) is weak on cycle routes. No mention of cycle routes is 

provided for Lodge Farm and as was shown during the stage 1 hearings there are 

important technical issues which currently lack resolution – see plate 1. Similarly no 

mention of cycle routes is provided for Coton Park East. There is a mention of a “cycle 

network” in DS8 but no mention of the necessary cycle routes linking the eastern and 

western arms of this proposed allocation nor of the necessary cycle routes from the 

western arm to the town centre. No costings are provided. This is a significant omission 

as the provision of a satisfactory route might involve compulsory purchase – see hearing 

statement 3b SW 1549, paragraphs 24 & 25, pages 6 and 7. 

 

Secondary Education Provision 

 

11 It is government policy that planning authorities consider education provision when 

preparing local plans (NPPF paragraph 162). RBC published no assessment of education 

infrastructure for the consultation on its Publication Draft. RBC published no 

assessment of education infrastructure in advance of the Examination-in-Public. Even 

when instructed by the Inspector to undertake an assessment it has failed to do so. On 

7 March 2018 it published an assessment by WCC (OTH38). WCC conclude that RBC’s 

policy DS7 is unsound for want of a land allocation for secondary education. 

 

12 WCC’s Principal Planning Officer, Ian Grace BA Dip TP MRTPI, condemned the Core 

Strategy for its lack of provision for secondary education for despite housing 

completions being lower than expected “…the Plan makes little provision for land for 

education development and has not, in this respect, kept pace with the rate of increase 

in demand for pupil places in the town”. The failure to allocate sufficient space for 

education in the town has led to one primary school being unsatisfactorily housed in a 

former office block and the county council taking one of the town’s playing fields 

against the advice of RBC’s Parks & Gardens Manager. 

 

13 The failure of RBC’s Core Strategy to allocate sufficient land for education was well  

known to Rugby’s residents and they made representations on this matter during the 

consultation on the Publication Draft – see paragraph 18, pages 5&6 and appendix 3, 

page 29 of OTH??1. This was noted in the only analysis of responses to the Publication 

Draft which was available to councillors before they voted to submit the Publication 

Draft to the Secretary of State. However none of the papers before councillors at this 

time suggested a response to these concerns.  

 

14 In essence WCC’s representation (OTH38) confirms the concerns that Rugby’s residents 

voiced during the consultation. The figures WCC quote on page 3 of OTH38 are 

presented below in graphical form. 
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In almost every year of the plan WCC are projecting that need will exceed capacity. 

15 It should be noted that WCC’s figures probably represent a best case: 

 

(a) WCC assume that all the new capacity of new schools will be available from the 

day of their opening – whereas it has been WCC’s practice to open new schools 

one year at a time; 

(b) WCC are using outdated housing trajectory projections and not RBC’s latest [and 

higher] estimates of dwelling completions; and 

(c) WCC project a down-turn in demand for school places over the last five years of 

the plan at a time when RBC are projecting substantial housing completions. 

Furthermore it should be noted that in order to discharge NPPF paragraph 72 the supply 

of school places must exceed demand. The reasons for this are briefly set out in 

appendix 1 to OTH??1. 

16 Apart from using every room of each newly opened school right from the day of opening 

(the operational mechanics of this are not explained in OTH38) WCC puts forward one 

solution to shortage of capacity that adoption of the Local Plan would bring – putting 

more buildings on existing school sites. On day 6 of the first stage hearings they 

suggested this would start with Bilton School and then in three to four years time it could 

be extended to Avon Valley School. 

 

17 Other than at the Examination-in-Public and in OTH38 WCC have rejected the approach 

of expanding provision on existing school sites. Expanding Bilton School was mooted as 
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the solution to the eastern arm of SW Rugby in January 2016 but this approach had been 

abandoned by January 2017 in favour of a new build. At present plans to expand Bilton 

School run counter to the government’s policy that only good or outstanding academies 

will be given permission to expand. During the plan period Bilton School may well achieve  

this status but the most recent Ofsted report for the school placed it in special measures. 

 

18 Regarding expanding Avon Valley School this has been planned before. It was part of 

WCC’s proposal to deal with the extra pressures generated by the Core Strategy. They 

did not implement it then even when they controlled the school. In May 2017 WCC 

wrote to the then chair of SHARE to say “The Avon Valley School is currently in the 

process of converting to an academy and as such Warwickshire County Council has no 

authority to force the school to expand its provision. This situation is similar to other 

schools in Rugby which are either Grammar Schools or part of an Academy Trust. 

Furthermore, the current school site is unviable for any meaningful expansion …” (see 

paragraph 48, page 15 and appendix 3, page 37 of OTH??1).  

 

19 As well as a new school on the Rugby Radio Masts site and a new school in SW Rugby (if 

the Inspector is minded to approve DS8) a new school is required now to meet existing 

pressure on school places in the North of Rugby. Before the county council plan to open 

a new school on the Rugby Radio Masts site a further 1,980 dwellings are due to be 

completed in the North of Rugby School Planning Area – see paragraph 36, page 11 and 

appendix 4, page 48 of OTH??1). Schools are significant traffic generators. WCC’s current 

policy of opening and expanding schools at random across Rugby without consideration 

of the sources of pressure leads to needless movement across the Rugby Gyratory. A 

network of safe routes to school should be planned around each new school to 

encourage sustainable travel to school. WCC’s proposals for SW Rugby show a new 

school but do not show how pupils will be able to access it by sustainable means 

(Hearing Statement 3b SW 2110, page 39). 

 

20 The IDP should align the timing of new schools with the need for them. WCC say the 

South of Rugby will run out of school places in 2020 but then plan to wait a further five 

years before building a school in SW Rugby (even although they already own the land). 

During those five years whilst they are waiting to build a school RBC project a further 

2,533 new dwellings will be completed in the South of Rugby School Planning area, see 

paragraph 38, page 11 and appendix 4, page 48 of OTH??1). Furthermore RBC’s annual 

monitoring reports should highlight any failures by WCC to deliver against the IDP. RBC 

should speak up instead of remaining silent as they did with WCC’s failure to deliver 

against its commitments on the Core Strategy.  

 

21 New Schools should be appropriately sized. In their evidence to RBC in August 2016 

WCC said that the 5,000 new houses in SW Rugby would require an eight to nine form 

entry school and a further two to three forms of entry would be required for Lodge 

Farm – making an overall requirement of ten to twelve forms of entry (without making 

any allowance for growth in the Main Rural Settlements or elsewhere in the South of 

Rugby School Planning Area) and yet in OTH18 (pages 1 & 2) WCC have reduced this 

requirement to just six forms of entry for SW Rugby and two for Lodge Farm. If this 

estimate is not correct then the SW Rugby School will impose a catchment area and 
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exclude pupils from any Lodge Farm development (should the Inspector be minded to 

approve DS10).  WCC have provided no explanation for the dramatic reduction in their 

estimates of the pupil yields of new housing developments. 

 

22 These matters have not come to light earlier because RBC failed to conduct a proper 

assessment of the educational component of infrastructure. RBC should have complied 

with paragraph 162 of the NPPF. As a result of their failure the public were not properly 

consulted. Finally through OTH38 WCC now agree with thousands of Rugby Residents 

that the Publication Draft is unsound. The Publication Draft fails to make proper 

provision for the necessary infrastructure required to support the extra 15,369 houses 

RBC wish to see built over the plan period.  

 

 

   

 

[Word count =  2,278 words] 

 

Richard Allanach 

22 March 2018 

 

Note 1. A representation on OTH38 was provided on 19 March 2018 but it has yet to receive an OTH 

reference. 
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Plate 1 

 

Richard Allanach, January 2018. The A45 crosses under the M45 on the Eastern outskirts of 

Dunchurch – looking East towards the Lodge Farm site. St Modwen are proposing a cycle route 

between Lodge Farm and Dunchurch which runs between this bridge pier (supporting the M45) and 

the safety barrier. However the gap is too narrow to meet cycle route standards. 
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Appendix 1 – LP54 on Rugby’s Parks & Gardens deficiency 

  

Figure 19 from LP54, Part 4, page 38 is provided for ease of reference. 


